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Community Development of Java Technology Specifications
Updated JSRs

➢ JSR 354: Public Review extended – Money & Currency API; Credit Suisse (ballot 7-20 Jan)
➢ JSR 308: Public Review – Annotations on Java Types; M Ernst, Oracle (ballot 10-23 Dec)
➢ JSR 310: Public Review – Date and Time API; S Colebourne, M Santos, Oracle (ballot 10-23 Dec)
➢ JSR 335: Public Review – Lambda Expressions; Oracle (ballot 10-23 Dec)
➢ JSR 337: Public Review – Java SE 8 Release Contents; Oracle (ballot 10-23 Dec)
➢ JSR 269: Maintenance Review – Pluggable Annotation Processing API; Oracle (ballot 7-13 Jan)
➢ JSR 173: Maintenance Review – Streaming API for XML; Oracle (ballot 17-23 Dec)
Updated JSRs

➢ JSR 206: Maintenance Review extended – Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) 1.3; Oracle (ballot 10-16 Dec)
➢ JSR 3: Maintenance Review – Java Management Extensions (JMX) Specification; Oracle (ballot 10-16 Dec)
➢ JSR 114: Maintenance Review – JDBC Rowset Implementations; Oracle (ballot 10-16 Dec)
➢ JSR 160: Maintenance Review – Java Management Extensions Remote AP; Oracle (ballot 10-16 Dec)
➢ JSR 199: Maintenance Review – Java Compiler API; Oracle (ballot 10-16 Dec)
➢ JSR 221: Maintenance Review – JDBC 4.0 API Specification; Oracle (ballot 10-16 Dec)
➢ JSR 347: Renewal Ballot – Data Grids for the Java Platform; RedHat (ballot 12-25 Nov)
➢ JSR 350: Renewal Ballot – Java State Management; Oracle (ballot 12-25 Nov)
JSR 347: Data Grids for the Java Platform; Renewal Ballot approved


1 no vote: Software AG

1 not eligible: Twitter
JSR 350: Java State Management – Renewal Ballot approved

- 2 no vote: RedHat, Software AG
- 1 not eligible: Twitter
JSR Voting

- JSR 347: 22 Yes, 0 No, 0 Abstain, 0 Not voted, 0 Not eligible
- JSR 350: 22 Yes, 2 No, 0 Abstain, 0 Not voted, 0 Not eligible
admin@jcp.org
For members to get the password for Community Review and the TCK tools as well as answers to questions about EGs and JSPAs.

spec-submit@jcp.org
To submit materials for JSR stages or updates to the JSR detail pages.

pmo@jcp.org
For any general issues and to get answers to all JCP questions.

webmaster@jcp.org
For issues with jcp.org, email and aliases.